
MAIN
ATTRACTIONS

In this monster-packed pinball adventure, players become Godzilla!  It's up to Godzilla and his allies to rid the earth of the Xilien invasion by destroying cities, 
battling kaijus, and conquering Mechagodzilla to become King of the Monsters!
Premium and LE models feature a motorized collapsing skyscraper building bash toy, animated breakaway bridge ramp guarded by a custom molded Godzilla 
sculpture, and a motorized rotating 3 bank of stand-up targets revealing a spinner and jump ramp.  Players can launch pinballs up the jump ramp to bash into a 
magnetic ball catching, custom molded Mechagodzilla sculpture.   
All models include an industry first “Magna Grab” Godzilla magnetic newton ball, capable of catching pinballs from five different shot paths including straight from 
the plunge.  
This magnetic newton ball can also divert pinballs to set up shots from the upper left flipper. 
All models come equipped with Insider ConnectedTM, a comprehensive technology initiative to connect the universe of Stern pinball machines
Immersive video and audio from 10* Toho Showa Era Godzilla films.
All models include the original theme song from the 1954 movie "Godzilla"
Iconic title song "Godzilla" by Blue Oyster Cult instantly transports players into the Godzilla universe.
All versions include stunning and distinctive hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti.

PRO PREM LE

GAME 
FEATURES
LE ONLY

Production limited to 1,000 machines ✓
Certificate of Authenticity signed by Gary Stern ✓
Individually Autographed by designer Keith Elwin ✓
Sequentially numbered plate ✓
Limited Edition Mechagodzilla inspired mirrored backglass with stunning and distinctive high definition hand-drawn artwork by 
Zombie Yeti

✓

Limited Edition exclusive full color high definition reflective foil decal cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Limited Edition exclusive inside art blades hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Upgraded speaker system with 3-channel amplifier ✓
Anti-reflection playfield glass ✓
Shaker motor installed ✓
Custom high gloss Mechagodzilla inspired powder-coated and clear-coated armor, legs, hinges and front molding ✓

GAME 
FEATURES

Dynamic mechanical motorized collapsing skyscraper building bash toy diverts path of shots to intersecting ramps based on floor 
position

✓ ✓

Static skyscraper building with intersecting ramps and virtual ball lock ✓  
Vertical upkicking skyway ramp capable of physically locking 3 pinballs on roof of building ✓ ✓

Chrome right helix wireform ramp return from left subway halfpipe ramp or right cityscape ramp through building diverter based on floor 
position

✓  ✓

Chrome right helix wireform ramp return from left subway halfpipe ramp ✓

Chrome left wireform ramp return from left subway halfpipe ramp or right cityscape ramp through building diverter based on floor position ✓ ✓

Chrome left wireform ramp return from right cityscape right ramp ✓

Animated breakaway bridge ramp can collapse and drop pinballs onto the playfield or divert pinballs back to the flipper ✓ ✓

Static bridge ramp diverts pinballs back to the flipper ✓

Mechagodzilla motorized rotating 3 bank of stand-up targets reveal a spinning target and jump ramp ✓ ✓ 
Magnetic ball catching custom molded Mechagodzilla sculpture ✓ ✓ 

Custom Mechagodzilla butyrate with hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓  
Custom molded Godzilla sculpture ✓ ✓ 
Custom Godzilla butyrate with hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

3 building Custom lit-up Cityscape vacuum form backpanel ✓ ✓

2 building Custom lit-up Cityscape vacuum form backpanel ✓

Industry first "Magna Grab" Godzilla magnetic newton ball, capable of catching pinballs from five different shot paths and setting up shots 
to upper left flipper

✓ ✓ ✓ 

Subway left halfpipe wireform ramp with stainless steel entrance ✓ ✓ ✓
Cityscape right ramp with stainless steel entrance ✓ ✓ ✓

Inlane chase lights create strobing light show effect towards flippers ✓ ✓ ✓

13 RGB software controlled LEDs ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Dual color general illumination lighting ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 flippers ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 spinning targets (Heat Ray, Mechagodzilla and Monster Rampage) ✓ ✓ ✓

3 powerline stand-up targets ✓ ✓ ✓

UFO pop bumper ✓ ✓ ✓
Right side scoop and vuk to select cities (Tokyo, Paris, London and New York) and allies (Mothra, Rodan and Anguiris) to advance 
towards Planet X game feature

✓ ✓ ✓

6 Main Multiballs: Godzilla, Mechagodzilla, Bridge Attack, Tank Attack, Saucer Attack Wave Multiball and Godzilla vs. Meglon & Gigan 
Battle ranging from 2 to 6 balls

✓ ✓ ✓

King of the Monsters! Wizard Mode ✓ ✓ ✓
Immersive video and audio from 10* Toho Showa Era Godzilla films ✓ ✓ ✓
Player selectable music experience ✓ ✓ ✓

Insider ConnectedTM, a comprehensive technology initiative to connect the universe of Stern pinball machines ✓ ✓ ✓

Japanese speech subtitles optional feature ✓ ✓ ✓
Original theme song from the 1954 movie "Godzilla" ✓ ✓ ✓

Iconic title song "Godzilla" by Blue Oyster Cult instantly transports players into the Godzilla universe ✓ ✓ ✓

BACKGLASS
AND ART

Limited Edition Mechagodzilla inspired full color mirrored backglass and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn comic artwork by Zombie Yeti  ✓

Premium model features King Ghidorah full color translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn comic artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

Pro model features Godzilla attacking Tokyo full color translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn comic artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

HARDWARE
AND TRIM

Custom high gloss metallic silver Mechagodzilla inspired powder-coated and clear-coated armor, legs, hinges and front molding ✓ 
Powder-coated black wrinkle finish side armor, hinges, front lockdown molding and legs ✓ ✓

Powder-coated steel bottom arch ✓ ✓

Plastic molded bottom arch ✓  
Snap-Latch front molding ✓ ✓  ✓

GENERAL
FEATURES

6 pinballs ✓ ✓ ✓

Stereo sound system with 3-channel amplifier ✓ ✓ ✓

10-band Graphic Equalizer with separate control for backbox and cabinet speakers ✓ ✓ ✓

CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification ✓ ✓ ✓

Fade adjustment to control front and bottom speaker outputs ✓ ✓ ✓
**subject to adjustment** 
*Final video and audio pending licensor approval

GODZILLA: FEATURE MATRIXGODZILLA: FEATURE MATRIX


